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Abstra t
Naive Bayes is a well-known and studied algorithm both in statisti s and ma hine learning. Bayesian learning
algorithms represent ea h on ept with a single probabilisti summary. This paper presents a variant of the
Naive Bayes method, in whi h the original training set is augmented in the following fashion: Leave-OneOut pro edure is applied over the training set, and in orre tly lassi ed instan es a ording to Naive Bayes
model are dupli ated. The augmented dataset is used to indu e the model. The motivation behind this idea
is that giving more importan e to hard instan es (in this ase, dupli ating them) might ontribute to make
the model more a urate over that subset of the instan e spa e. We have tested this algorithm over 41 UCI
datasets. The results suggest that the han e of obtaining a signi ant better performan e than with the
original Naive Bayes approa h are mu h greater than the opposite.

Keywords: Naive Bayes, Data Mining, Ma hine Learning, Supervised Classi ation.

1

Introdu tion

In the supervised learning task [17℄, the main goal
is to indu e a lassi ation model from a given
training database for whi h we know the labeling of every sample. Existing paradigms ome
from the world of the Arti ial Intelligen e and
are grouped in the family of Ma hine Learning
(ML).
The goal of supervised learning is to predi t the
lass labels of examples that have not been seen;
for this purpose a subset of ases are left out of the
model onstru tion and onstitute the so alled
test database. The training-test division of the
whole database is performed more than on e for

a number of random partitions in order to show
the soundness and generalization apabilities of
the indu ed lassi ers.
The Naive Bayes algorithm is one of the oldest and most well-known ma hine learning approa hes [16℄. To make the probability based
lassi ation omputation feasible, Naive Bayes
assume independen e among the variables, in a
naive fashion. Su h assumption in real problems
is ertainly a simplisti one. But, despite this
obje tion, Naive Bayes works rather well when
tested on a tual databases, parti ularly when
ombined with some attribute sele tion pro edure.
On the other hand, many lines of resear h have
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dealt with the task of editing the training set in
order to a hieve better results. We ould in lude
in that family, for example:








Prototype sele tion. Te hniques have been
developed to sele t a subset of the whole
set of instan es while maintaining a ura y.
Widely used as a omputational load improvement in Nearest Neighbors methods
[3℄.
Attribute sele tion [9, 7, 8, 19℄. Dete tion of
irrelevant or redundant attributes an lead
to better results in a ura y as well as in
omputational load.
Bagging [2℄. Building models over di erent
subsamples of a unique database and then
ombining the di erent out omes, typi ally
by voting, has shown to be a useful way of
improving a ura y with respe t to the base
model.
Boosting [4℄. Instead of making subsampling as in bagging, the whole dataset is
used to indu e several lassi ers in an iterative manner. The di eren e among ea h
exe ution is that mis lassi ed instan es in
N th step, will have a greater weight in
(N + 1)th step, in order to make the algorithm fo us on hard instan es. The nal
out ome of the algorithm is the result of a
voting among all the previously built models.

In this paper a new variant of the Naive Bayes
algorithm is presented and tested. An edition
of the training set is made, in the following
fashion: rst, Leave-One-Out pro edure is applied over the training set, and in orre tly lassi ed instan es a ording to Naive Bayes model
are dupli ated. The set built adding the dupli ated instan es to the original training set is
used to indu e the model. This pro edure an
be also viewed as a way of auto-boosting where
hard instan es are given more importan e (dupli ating them in the training set) in order to
make the algorithm fo us on the instan e subset that has turned to be more diÆ ult to orre tly lassify. Experimental results have been
obtained using all the UCI datasets of medium
size (from 100 to 1000 ases), and show that
the presented paradigm signi antly outperforms
standard Naive-Bayes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes the Naive Bayes lassi er In se -

tion 3 related work about Naive Bayes modi ations and improvements is presented. The new
proposed approa h is presented in se tion 4 and
results obtained are shown in se tion 5. Final
se tion is dedi ated to on lusions and points out
the future work.

2

Naive Bayes

Given a database of ases onsisting of a set of
predi tor variables X1 ; X2 ;    ; Xn and a spe ial
variable Y whi h value must be predi ted, being
ea h of the N ases in the form
Casei : X1 = x1i ; X2 = x2i ;    ; Xn = xni ; Y = yl
and being, without lost of generality, Y = y1 ; Y =
y2 ;    ; Y = ym the m possible values the
lass
variable an take (the m ategories onsidered in
the lassi ation problem), theoreti ally, Bayes'
rule minimizes error by sele ting the lass yj with
the largest posterior probability for a given example X of the form X =< X1 = x1 ; X2 =
x2 ;    ; Xn = xn >, as indi ated below:
( = yj jX ) =

P Y

( = yj )P (XjY = yj )
:
P (X)

P Y

Sin e X is a omposition of n dis rete values, one
an expand this expression to:
P (Y
P (Y

= yj jX1 =

= yj )P (X1 =
P (X1

=

x1 ; :::; Xn

x1 ; :::; Xn

x1 ; :::; Xn

=

=

=

xn )

xn jY

=
= yj )

xn )

where P (X1 = x1 ; :::; Xn = xn jY = yj ) is the
onditional probability of the instan e X given
the lass yj ; P (Y = yj ) is the a priori probability that one will observe lass yj ; P (X) is the
prior probability of observing the instan e X. All
these parameters are estimated from the training
set. However, a dire t appli ation of these rules
is diÆ ult due to the la k of suÆ ient data in
the training set to reliably obtain all the onditional probabilities needed by the model. One
simple form of the previous model has been studied [16℄ that assumes independen e of the observations of feature variables X1 ; X2 ; :::; Xn given
the lass variable Y , whi h allows us to use the
next equality
(

P X1

= x1 ; :::; Xn = xn jY = yj ) _

Y
n

i=1

(

P Xi

= xi jY = yj )
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where P (Xi = xi jY = yj ) is the probability of
an instan e of lass yj having the observed attribute value xi . In the ore of this paradigm
there is an assumption of independen e between
the o urren e of features values, that is not true
in many tasks; however, it is empiri ally demonstrated that this paradigm gives good results in
many real domains, typi ally in medi al tasks. A
review of the health of Naive Bayes method at its
fortieth birthday an be found in [15℄.

3
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It has been shown to improve the Naive
Bayes lassi er.
Other works fo us in minimizing a quadrati loss
fun tion instead of a 0-1 loss fun tion as usual.
For example:


Related work

Some te hniques have been developed to improve
the performan e of the Naive Bayes lassi er.
Some of them apply di erent Naive Bayes lassi ers to di erent regions of the input spa e.
Among them:




Langley developed the re ursive Naive
Bayes [13℄, an algorithm that re ursively
onstru ts a hierar hy of probabilisti onept des riptions. A ording to the author
the results are mixed and in on lusive, but
interesting enough to re ommend loser examination.
Kohavi presented the Naive Bayes tree [10℄,
a hybrid algorithm. It generates a regular
univariate de ision tree, but the leaves ontain a Naive Bayes lassi er built from the
examples that fall at this node. The approa h retains the interpretability of Naive
Bayes and de ision trees, while resulting in
lassi ers that frequently outperform both
onstituents, espe ially in large datasets.

Other approa hes have fo used on building new
attributes that re e t interdependen ies between
original attributes. For example:




Kononenko des ribed the semi Naive Bayes
lassi er [12℄. He attempted to join pairs
of attributes, making a ross-produ t attribute, based on statisti al tests for independen e. The experimental evaluation was
in on lusive.
Pazzani devised the onstru tive Bayesian
lassi er [18℄. It employs a wrapper model
to nd the best Cartesian produ t attributes from existing nominal attributes,
onsidering deletion of existing attributes.

4

Gama presented an algorithm that iteratively update the ontingen y tables in order to improve the probability lass distribution asso iated with ea h training example [6℄. Experimental evaluation shows minor but onsistent gains in a ura y.

Proposed approa h

In boosting te hniques, a distribution or set of
weights over the training set is maintained. On
ea h exe ution, the weights of in orre tly lassi ed examples are in reased so that the base
learner is for ed to fo us on the hard examples
in the training set. A good des ription of boosting an be found in [5℄.
Following the idea of fo using in the hard examples, we have investigated if it is possible to
auto-boost a simple and well-known algorithm, as
Naive Bayes. Our approa h, Edited Naive Bayes,
works as follows:






Leave-One-Out ross-validation is performed over the training set using the Naive
Bayes algorithm
In orre tly lassi ed instan es are dupliated
Naive Bayes algorithm is exe uted, for the
test ases, estimating the probabilities over
the augmented database

A graphi al representation of the pro ess an be
viewed in Figure 1.
The pseudo ode of this approa h is shown in Figure 2
Let us note that this approa h is equivalent to
dupli ate the weight of in orre tly lassi ed instan es, a ording to LOO ross-validation with
Naive Bayes.
In this manner, the ore of this new approa h onsists of in ating the training database adding the
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instan es mis lassi ed by the Naive Bayes algorithm, and then exe ute again Naive Bayes over
the new database obtained. It has to be said
that this approa h in reases the omputational
ost only in the model indu tion phase, while the
lassi ation osts are similar as in the original
Naive Bayes paradigm.

Training
DB

Classified
DB

NaiveBayes+LOO

Test
DB

Misclassified

All

Error rate
Na
ive
Ba
ye
s

Instances

Training
DB

+

Misclassified
DB

=

Edited
DB

Figure 1: Edition pro ess over the original
training set
begin EDITED NAIVE BAYES
a) Let T be the training set
b) Perform Leave-One-Out ross-validation
over T using Naive Bayes
) Let M is(T ) be the set of mis lassi ed
instan es in the previous step
d) Augmented(T ) = T [ M is(T )
(dupli ation of the mis lassi ed instan es)
e) Create a model M using Naive Bayes
over Augmented(T )
f) Classify the test ases using M
end EDITED NAIVE BAYES

Figure 2: The pseudo ode of Edited Naive
Bayes

5

Experimental Results

Our aim has been to test this algorithm over a
high number of the well-known UCI repository
databases [1℄. To do so, we have sele ted all
the databases of medium size (between 100 and
1000 instan es) among those onverted to the
MLC ++ [11℄ format, and lo ated in this publi
repository: [http://www.sgi. om/te h/ml /db/℄
This amounts to 59 databases, from whi h we
have sele ted one of ea h family of problems. For
example, we have hosen monk1 and not monk1ross, monk1-full or monk1-org. After this -

nal sele tion, we were left with the 41 databases
shown in Table 1.
In order to give a real perspe tive of applied
methods, we have performed ve times a 10-Fold
Cross-validation [20℄ in all experiments (50 different data-test evaluation for ea h dataset). In
ea h of the ve times, all databases have been
randomly partitioned into ten sets. One of these
sets has been hold out as a test set and the
other nine have been joined together to build the
training set over whi h the experiment is performed. This pro edure has been repeated ten
times, one for ea h subset. Obviously all the
validation les used have been always the same
for the two algorithms: Naive Bayes and our approa h, Edited Naive Bayes. We have made use of
the MLC ++ libraries to perform Leave-One-Out
ross-validation, 10-fold ross-validation as well
as the Naive Bayes lassi ation algorithm. The
MLC ++ out ome has been the basis to edit the
original training set and this edited training set
has been presented again to MLC ++ .
In Table 1 the hara teristi s of the 41 databases
along with the results of the experiments are
shown. The error rates under the label Naive
Bayes are the mean and the standard deviation
of the fty exe utions ( ve times 10-fold rossvalidation) of the experiment using Naive Bayes.
Likewise, the error rates under the label Edited
Naive Bayes are those orresponding to Edited
Naive Bayes over the same data. In boldfa e is
shown the best result for ea h database. An arrow pointing upwards (") means the method labeling that olumn outperforms the other signi antly under a on den e level of 95% a ording
to Wil oxon signed rank test [21℄ . For example,
Naive Bayes outperforms Edited Naive Bayes on
Anneal database while Edited Naive Bayes outperforms Naive Bayes on Australian database.
From Table 1, we an extra t the following onlusions:




In 22 out of 41 databases, the average error rate of Edited Naive Bayes is
lower than with Naive Bayes, while in 14
databases Naive Bayes outperforms Edited
Naive Bayes.
In 14 out of 41 databases that di eren e is
signi ative in favor of Edited Naive Bayes
and in 8 ases is signi ative against our
algorithm.
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Table 1: The hara teristi s of the 41 databases used in this experiment, along with the
error rate of Naive Bayes (NB) and Edited Naive Bayes (ENB). The best result is written in
boldfa e. An " means that the method labeling that olumn outperforms the other a ording
to Wil oxon signed rank test with a on den e level of 95%. For the sake of ompleteness, a
row with boosting NB (as implemented in MLC ++ ) is in luded, performing roughly similar to
ENB (ENB vs. BoostingNB: +17 -16 =7).
Database
Anneal
Audiology
Australian
Auto
Balan e-S ale
Banding
Breast
Breast- an er
Cars
Cars1
Cleve
Corral
Crx
Diabetes
E ho ardiogram
German
Glass
Glass2
Hayes-Roth
Heart
Hepatitis
Horse- oli
Hungarian
Ionosphere
Iris
Liver-disorder
Lymphography
Monk1
Monk2
Monk3
Pima
Primary-org
Solar
Sonar
ThreeOf9
Ti -ta -toe
Tokyo1
Vehi le
Vote
Wine
Zoo

#Cases
798
226
690
205
625
238
699
286
392
392
303
129
690
768
132
1000
214
163
162
270
155
368
294
351
150
345
148
432
432
432
768
339
323
208
512
958
963
846
435
178
101

#Attrib
38
69
14
26
4
29
10
9
8
7
14
6
15
8
7
20
9
9
4
13
19
28
13
34
4
6
19
6
6
6
8
17
11
59
9
9
44
18
16
13
16

#Classes
6
24
2
7
3
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
7
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
4
2
2
2
2
22
6
2
2
2
2
4
2
3
7

In Table 2 and 3 are summarized these data.
When restri ted to problems with just two
1 MLC

++ fails to build a

ategorizer with error below 50%

Naive Bayes

8.460.60
38.893.13

Edited NB
8.800.61
38.913.54

"

22.901.36
41.022.72

9.141.52
21.433.26
3.860.77
"26.932.45

20.721.33
40.053.37

"

9.301.67
24.823.41
4.010.79
30.431.90
0.510.34
34.453.29

"

0.510.34

31.163.46

"

16.491.38
15.584.12
22.321.56
24.341.40
28.962.91
24.601.70

52.792.36
39.384.42
31.253.49

16.301.85

"

16.122.92
21.512.65
15.592.70
15.101.76
4.671.42
44.323.34
19.572.88

25.031.95
33.782.80

15.521.79
9.292.76
"21.451.41
"23.431.18
26.653.40
24.301.13
"

"

55.563.50

35.663.68
"21.883.39
"

17.041.93

15.462.73
"18.502.09
"15.242.34
"7.400.86
4.671.42

41.442.28
"18.813.08
51.142.17
49.502.50
2.780.47

"
"

2.780.47
24.101.88

51.352.53
32.812.46

22.791.92

"

"

31.213.60
19.741.92
30.281.75
11.571.76

54.591.41
9.660.68
2.811.25
12.914.96

54.603.07
33.132.36

24.022.83
19.552.02
"27.771.47
11.471.96
"

55.091.56

9.430.65
2.811.25
12.914.96

Boosting NB
8.800.56
37.573.72
22.751.38
40.952.14
9.301.52
23.952.64
3.860.77
28.652.22
0.510.34
32.193.52
16.171.51
13.973.57
21.741.43
24.341.40
28.962.91
25.501.60
53.252.74
38.124.84
32.502.76
15.931.92
16.082.56
18.242.48
15.572.78
14.821.85
4.671.42
42.332.99
20.143.25
30.102.02
36.562.82
0.000.00
24.361.75
52.533.17
32.172.37
33.123.31
18.761.74
19.421.95
11.471.78
Not appli able1
4.360.86
2.811.25
12.914.96

lasses, the omparison between the two algorithms yields better gures for Edited Naive
Bayes. In this ase, the rate of wins-losses of
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Edited Naive Bayes against Naive Bayes is 196 from a total of 26 databases, while the number
of these wins whi h are signi ative is 12-5.

test dupli ating the in orre tly lassi ed ases a ording to Naive Bayes when performing LeaveOne-Out ross-validation.

This improvement when restri ted to two- lasses
databases, an be noti ed more graphi ally when
omparing the entries for Glass and Glass2 in Table 1. Glass2 is a subset of Glass where the seven
original lasses have been put together in just two
di erent lasses. The results for Glass are better (but not signi antly) for the original Naive
Bayes, while in the ase of Glass2 Edited Naive
Bayes outperforms Naive Bayes signi antly.

The experimental results support the idea that
su h edition of the training set an lead to good
results, frequently outperforming Naive Bayes. In
a number of ases these results are signi ant a ording to Wil oxon signed rank test. Su h results seems to be improved when applied to twolasses problems.

We have performed another statisti al test, now
regarding the number of times one algorithm defeats the other when run over the same database.
Thus, we an see ea h of the exe utions of the
ve times 10-fold ross-validation as a mat h and
re ord the number of mat hes an algorithm defeats the other. If this is done for every database,
it is possible to he k again these results a ording to Wil oxon test, and obtain the following
results: over the 41 databases, the di eren e is
signi ative for a on den e level of 68%, while
when applied to the 26 two- lasses databases,
that on den e level raises to 90%.

6

Con lusions and Further
Work

In this paper a modi ation of Naive Bayes is presented. The main idea is to augment the training

Further work involves a hara terization of the
databases for whi h this pro edure performs better, as well as other more elaborated ways of editing the training set. For example, not just dupliating the mis lassi ed instan es, but repeating
them other number of times. More omplex joint
probability distributions in form of Bayesian networks stru tures are also to be tested with this
database edition new idea, as well as new ombinations of the proposed model with some standard paradigms [14℄.

7
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Table 2: Summary of the results of Table 1
Better in average
Signi antly better (95%)

Naive Bayes
14
8

Edited Naive Bayes
22
13

#Databases
41
41

Table 3: Summary of the results of Table 1 when restri ted to two- lasses databases
Better in average
Signi antly better (95%)

Naive Bayes
6
5

Edited Naive Bayes
19
12

#Databases
26
26
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